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Abstract 
In this paper some finite element methods for Timoshenko beam, circular arch and Reissner-Mindlin plate problems are 
discussed. To avoid locking phenomenon, the reduced integration technique is used and a bubble function space is added 
to increase the solution accuracy. The method for Timoshenko beam is aligned with the Petrov-Galerkin formulation 
derived in Loula et al. (1987) and can be naturally extended to solve the circular arch and the Reissner-Mindlin plate 
problems. Optimal order error estimates are proved, uniform with respect to the small parameters. Numerical examples for 
the circular arch problem shows that the proposed method compares favorably with the conventional reduced integration 
method. 
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1. Introduction 
Finite element analysis of the Timoshenko beam problem has been frequently used as a starting 
point for a better understanding of the much more complex problem of constructing accurate finite 
element approximations for the Reissner-Mindlin plate problem. When solving these problems with 
standard Galerkin finite element methods, some bad behaviors may occur such as the locking phe- 
nomenon due to overconstraining. To overcome the difficulty, the reduced integration technique was 
introduced as one of the simplest and the most effective ways. In [ 17] a Petrov-Galerkin formulation 
for the Timoshenko beam problem in its displacement-rotation version was presented. There the au- 
thors proved the nodal exactness and optimal convergence rate uniformly with respect to the small 
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parameter e. Unfortunately the formulation in [ 17] does not seem to be easily generalized for higher 
dimensional problems. In [22, 23, 5], Reddy et al. discussed the reduced integration technique to 
treat some arch problems and obtained stability results and optimal order error estimates. 
There are several approaches to solving the Reissner-Mindlin plate model, for example, see 
[3, 4, 7, 8, 12-15, 18-21]. In 1986, Brezzi and Fortin [8] derived an equivalent formulation for 
the Reissner-Mindlin plate equations by using the Helmholtz theorem to decompose the shear strain 
vector. Their analysis is based on an equivalence between the plate equation and an uncoupled sys- 
tem of two Poisson equations plus a Stokes-like system. Optimal order error estimates for transversal 
displacement, rotations and shear stresses were obtained uniformly with respect o the thickness. But 
their method is not known to be equivalent to any direct discretization of the original Reissner- 
Mindlin model. 
In [3], Arnold and Falk modified the method in [8] and obtained a finite element method for the 
Reissner-Mindlin problem in the primitive variables. They used nonconforming linear finite elements 
for the transverse displacement and conforming linear finite elements enriched by bubbles for the 
rotation, with a simple elementwise averaging operator. This Arnold-Falk element is derived from 
a discrete version of the Helmholtz decomposition. They proved that the approximate values of the 
displacement and the rotation, together with their first derivatives, all converge at an optimal rate 
uniformly with respect o the thickness. In 1991, Duran et al. [13] introduced a modification of 
Arnold-Falk element, in which the internal degrees of freedom were removed. Recently, Duran and 
Liberman [14] analyzed the convergence of mixed finite element approximations to the solution of 
the Reissner-Mindlin plate problem in a new framework. They proposed some new schemes and 
gave an alternative rror analysis of the Arnold-Falk element [3]. 
In this paper we present a general finite element method using the reduced integration technique to 
compute the term involving the small parameter. Unlike the conventional pproach, we add a bubble 
function space to the rotation to increase the solution accuracy. The degrees of freedom associated 
with bubble functions can be eliminated at element level and hence the use of bubble functions does 
not increase the computational complexity in the implementation f the method. Our method includes 
the method of [ 17] as a special case and can be extended to solve the Reissner-Mindlin plate model 
in its displacement-rotation f rm. We propose a new linear element scheme based on the framework 
of [14]. The method uses conforming linear finite elements for both the transverse displacement 
and the rotation. Similar to the discussion in [13], we can remove the bubble function at element 
level and obtain a modified formulation. Optimal order error estimates for the displacement and 
the rotation are proved uniformly with respect o the plate thickness. We also apply the method to 
solve the circular arch problem, and numerical experiments show that the proposed method compares 
favorably with the conventional reduced integration method (cf. [23]). 
2. Timoshenko beam problem 
2.1. Timoshenko beam model 
According to the Timoshenko beam theory, the in-plane bending of a clamped uniform beam of 
length L, cross section A, moment of inertia I, Young's modulus E and shear modulus G, subject o 
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a distributed load p(Y), is governed by the following system of differential equations for Y C (0,L): 
dQ Eid20 Q dw 
d£ -p '  - d£ 5 -Q=0,  ---+~cGA ~x 0=0,  (2.1) 
where Q(Y) is the shear force, 0(Y) is the cross-sectional rotation, w(Y) is the transverse displacement, 
and x is the shear correction factor. The boundary conditions are 
w(O) = w(L) = O, 0(0) = O(L) = 0. (2.2) 
We nondimensionalize the problem by introducing the following change of variables: 
w QL2 pL3 (2.3) 
x=~,  ul =-£, u2=O, a= E l '  f=  E1 
Then the original problem is transformed to one of finding ul, u2 and a such that in (0, 1), 
II I -a '  = f ,  - -U  2 - -  O" = O, --g20" ~- U 1 - -  U 2 = O, (2.4) 
together with boundary conditions 
UI(0) = UI(1) = 0, U2(0  ) = U2(1) = 0. (2.5) 
Here the superscript prime denotes differentiation with respect o the dimensionless variable x. The 
dimensionless problem above depends explicitly on a parameter e, defined by 
E1 e 2 - (2.6) 
reGAL 2" 
In most realistic applications e~l, and the construction of accurate finite element approximations i  
delicate. 
Eliminating the shear strain variable or, we obtain the following variational formulation: find 
(Ul,U2)CHI(O, 1) × Hi(O, 1) such that 
(Ui ,  V~) q- /~--2(U 2 - -  Utl,1)2 --  Vtl) = ( f ,  V l )  V (U1,  V2)E  H~(0, 1) x Hi(0, 1), (2.7) 
where (.,.) denotes the L2(0, 1) inner product, and HI(0, 1) is the usual Sobolev space with norm 
11" 111, see [1]. By applying Lax-Milgram lemma, it is easy to see that the problem (2.7) has a unique 
solution. 
The following regularity result is useful in error analysis. 
Lemma 2.1. Let (ul,u2, er) be the solution of the problem (2.4) and (2.5). I f  fEHk(O, 1), k >>,O, 
we have the regularity estimate 
Ilu, Ilk+= + Ilu2[[k+3 + Ilcrllk+l <<.CkNf[[k, (2.8) 
where Ck is independent of the parameter ~. 
Proof. From the first equation of (2.4), we find 
a(x) = -F(x)  + C1, 
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where 
fo  X F(x) = f(t)dt.  
Solving the second equation of (2.4) for U 2 together with the corresponding boundary conditions, 
we obtain 
u2(x)= 1 2 1 -~Clx + ~Clx + G(x), 
where 
/0x/0 /01/0 G(x) = F(t)dtds -x  F(t)dtds. 
Then from the third equation of (2.4) and the boundary condition ul(0)= 0, we find 
Ul (X)= 1 3 1 2 e2f x fo x -gClX + aClx + e2Clx- F(t)dt + G(t)dt. 
We solve for the value of C1 from the condition Ul(1)=0, 
C1 = e2 f~ F ( t )d t -  f~ G(t)dt 
e 2 + (1/12) 
Obviously [Cll<<.CIIf[Io. Now it is easy to see the estimate (2.8) holds when k~>0 is an integer. 
Then for a noninteger k/> 0, the estimate (2.8) is proved from an application of operator interpolation 
theory [6, 24]. [] 
2.2. Finite element approximations 
Finite element methods considered here for the Timoshenko beam problem will be used as a pointer 
to develop efficient methods for solving the Reissner-Mindlin plate problem. Unlike the Timoshenko 
beam problem where any degree of smoothness of the solution is achievable (of. Lemma 2.1), the 
regularity of the solution of the Reissner-Mindlin plate problem is limited by boundary layer terms 
(of. Theorem 4.1 below). So for the Reissner-Mindlin plate problem, it seems meaningful only to 
use lower order elements. Thus for a finite element approximation of the Timoshenko beam problem, 
we will consider only linear elements. 
First we consider the standard finite element method. Let us divide the interval I into N elements 
Ie=[Xe,Xe+l], O<<.e<<.N- 1,
0:X0<X I <X 2 < " ' "  <XN:  1. 
Denote 
h e : Xe+ 1 - Xe,  h = max he. 
e 
Define the linear finite element space 
Wh = {vEH01(0, 1)" vII~CPI(Ie), e=0,1  .. . . .  N -  1}. (2.9) 
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Here and below we use Pk(Ie) to denote the space of all the polynomials of degree less than or 
equal to k on the interval Ie. The corresponding finite element approximation for the problem (2.7) 
reads as follows: 
Find (Ulh,U2h)E Wh × Wh such that 
(U'2h, V2h ) + e-2(U2h --U'lh, V2h -- V'th) ----- ( f ,  Vlh) V(Vlh, V2h)e Wh × Wh. (2.10) 
It is well known that the locking phenomenon occurs when the standard Galerkin finite element 
method (2.10) is applied to the variational formulation (2.7) directly. The following error estimates 
are proved in [2], where error estimates for the case of finite element spaces of piecewise polynomials 
of any degree can also be found. 
(h2) 
Ilul -U lh l lo4c min ~-,1 , (2.11) 
Ilu2 - u2hll0~c min ~,1  , (2.12) 
[u,-u,hl,<~cmax[h, min(~, l ) l ,  (2.13) 
lu2-u2hl l<~cmin(~, l) ,  (2.14) 
in which the constants are independent of e. Furthermore, it is also shown in [2] that the error 
estimates (2.11)-(2.14) are sharp. Thus we see the reasons why the method (2.10) fails to work 
well for small e. 
An effective approach to eliminate the locking phenomenon is the use of reduced integration 
technique to compute the small parameter term e-2(u2 -u '  1, v2 -VPl). Associated with the finite 
element space (2.9), introduce an auxiliary space 
Fh = {vEL2(0,1): vl/~ EPo(Ie), e = 0 ,1 , . . . ,N -  1} (2.15) 
and an L2(0, 1 )-orthogonal projection operator ~ : L2(0, 1 ) ~ Fh. Then the approximation problem is 
Find (ulh,u2h)E Wh × Wh such that 
(U2h, V'2h ) + e-2(~(U2h -- U'lh),~(V2h -- V'lh)) = ( f  , Vlh) V(V~h,V2h) E Wh × Wh. (2.16) 
The scheme may be regarded as one obtained from the standard finite element method by applying 
a reduced integration - in this particular case, a one-point Gaussian quadrature - to compute the 
term involving the small parameter. Optimal order error estimates for the method (2.16) are proved 
in [2]. 
Another way to eliminate the locking phenomenon is to use the p and h-p versions of the finite 
element method (cf. [ 16]). 
In this section we propose and analyze a modified reduced integration technique to overcome the 
locking problem. Compared to the conventional reduced integration technique, our method has the 
advantage of achieving better accuracy without increasing computational effort. Introduce a bubble 
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function space 
Bh = {vEH~(0,1):  Vile ~span{Ce}, e = 0 ,1 , . . . ,N -  1}, (2.17) 
where (~e is a function satisfying, for constants c, ~0 and ~l independent of h and e, 
(H1) ~be C Hi(0, 1), supp~)eCIe, l~gte(X)l~c/he; 
(H2) 0 < c~0~<~ fle~e(x)dx<~,. 
There are many ways to choose ~be to satisfy the hypotheses (HI) and (H2). A natural way is to 
choose 
(X--Xe)(Xe+l--X)/h2e, xC le ,  (2 .18)  
~) e( X ) = 0 otherwise .  
Another choice is the piecewise linear function 
(X -- X e)/(xe -- Xe ), X e ~ X ~ Xe, 
ee(X) = (X --Xe+I)/(X e - -  Xe+l) , Xe~X~Xe+I,  (2.19) 
0 otherwise, 
where Xe < Xe < Xe+l. Then we consider the finite element approximation of Eq. (2.7): 
Find (Ulh,U2h)E Wh × (~ U Bh) such that 
(U2h, V~h) + e-2(~(U2h -- U'lh),~(V2h -- V'lh)) = ( f ,v ,h )  V(131h, V2h)~ Wh X (W h UBh) , (2.20) 
where as before ~ is the orthogonal projection L2(0, 1) onto Fh. 
Write u2h = fi2h + fi2h, with fi2h E Wh and fi2h EBh. We can eliminate the bubble function term fi2h 
at element level to obtain the following problem: 
Find (Ulh, fi2h)E Wh × Wh such that 
N--1 l r r 
( a' h, V' h ) + ~-~fle-~- / (~2h--Utlh)dx / (V2h- -Vt lh )dx=( f ,  Vlh) ~/(Vlh,V2h)@Wh X Wh, (2 .21)  
e=0 rteJ/e ,//e 
where 
]~e 
fze c~ "2 dx 
e2 fie ~b'e 2 dx + ~(fz, (~e dx) 2" (2.22) 
For ~be defined by (2.18), we obtain 
12 
fie = 12e2 _/_ he 2. (2.23) 
Then equation (2.21) is the same Petrov-Galerkin formulation as the one derived in [17] with a 
slightly different right-hand side term. 
2.3. Error estimate 
Now we prove an optimal order error estimate for the proposed method (2.20). 
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Theorem 2.2. Let  (ul,u2) and (Ulh, U2h) be the solutions o f  the problems (2.7) and (2.20), respec- 
tively. Then 
Ilu'~ - u'~hl]o + ]lu'2 - u2h[[o <<. ChllfNo (2.24) 
for  some constant C independent o f  h and e. 
ProoL Denote 
~r = -~-2(u '~ - u2) ,  ~rh = -~-2~(u '~h - u2h) .  
From (2.7) and (2.20), we get the error relations 
(u~ - u~h, v~h) + ((7 - ~h, ~v2h) = (~, ~v2h - v2h) vv2h c wh u Bh, (2.25) 
(a - (Th, V'lh ) = 0 VVlh E Wh. (2.26) 
For any V2h E Wh U Bh, we write 
[[u~ , 2 ' ' ' ' (2.27) 
- u2hl lo = (u2  - u2h, u2 - v2h)  + (u~ - u2~,' v~'  - u2~).' 
By (2.25), we have 
/ / / 
(u'2 - u2h, v2h - u2h) = (~,  ~(v~h - U2h) - -  (V~h - -  U2h))  - -  (~r - -  Crh, ~(V2h - -  U2h) ) .  
Thus, 
(u 2 - U'2h, V'2h -- Uzh ) = ((7 -- ~a,~(V2h -- U2h) -- (V2h -- U2h)) -- (a -- (Th,~(V2h -- U2h)). (2.28) 
We rewrite the last term above 
- ( c r  - ah ,~(v2h  - -  U2h))  = - -e2( (7  - -  ~h,~r - -  ah)  + (a  - -  ah,  U2 - -  ~V2h + U'~h - -  U'~). 
Using the error relation (2.26), we then have, for any Vlh E Wh, 
- - ( (7  - -  (Th ,~(DZh - -  U2h) )  = - -E2(O " - -  ah ,  a - -  ah)  -J- ( (7 - -  f fh, U2 - -  ~t )Zh  -~ Utlh - -  Utl) .  (2.29) 
Combining the relations (2.27)-(2.29),  we obtain 
- - (V2h  - -  U2h) )  "-~ (O" - -  O'h,U 2 - -  ~V2h -iV l)tlh - -  U/l)- (2.30) 
Now denote Ih ://01(0, 1 ) ~ Wh the interpolation operator. Let us take 
1)lh = IhUl E Wh, V2h = Ihu2 q- Ph E Wh (.J Bh, (2.31 ) 
where Ph C Bh satisfies the condition 
f [U2 --Ihu2 --Ull +(IhUl) ' - -ph]dX= O, O<<.e<<,N- 1. (2.32) 
Let Ph[z = ~eq~e. Then from (2.32) we find that 
O~e ,fie dpe dx (u2 - Ihu2) dx. 
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We have, by using the hypothesis (H2), 
C 
<~ c hellU 2 IIo, ie. 10~el2 ~ g IIU2 __ ihU2l]2,1e 3 tt 2 
And, recalling the hypothesis (HI), we have 
,2  ~- - ' [  1 2 2 .2  [IPhllo = [~el2ldP'el2dx<~cZ-£--[~e[ <~ch 11u2[[o. 
"-7" Jle e 
In conclusion, for the function v2h defined above, we have the error estimate 
114 - 4~11o ~< 114 - (/hu=)'llo + IlP'hllo<~ch Ilu;'[[o. (2.33) 
With the selection (2.31) and (2.32), in the last term of (2.30), we can first replace O'h by ~a,  
and then replace v'lh - ~Vzh by ~(u '  1 - u2). The first term on the right-hand side of (2.30) can be 
estimated by 
t t t l t 2 1 t 2 1 2 It 2 
.2~f[o + 114 ' u2~llo + h Ilu2 IIo. - v2~llo ~< ~ 114 - c 
Therefore, we can get from (2.30) 
I lu; ,2  
- u2~f[o + ~211~ - ~11~o 
< (O" - -  ~0" ,  [~i~(V2h - -  U2h ) - -  (V2h - -  U2h)] "q- [U 2 - -  U 1 ! - -  ~(U  2 - -  U'I )1) + ch= Ilu=" IIo.~ (2.34) 
Using the estimate (2.33), we have 
(0" - -  ,-,~0", [~( / )2  - -  U2h) --  (V2 - -  U2h)] -[- [U2 - -  U" 1 - -  '~(U2 - -  U' 1 ) ] )  
~< I1~ - ~o l lo  ( l l~(v2h  - u2~) - (v~ - u2~)[Io + Ilu2 - u', - ~(u= - u ' , ) l lo )  
~<c h IIGIIl(h 114~ - 4hllo + h Ilu2 - u; [11) 
~c  h211<1,(114 - 4~11o + 114 - 4~11o + Ilu2 - u; II,) 
~ch=ll~ll~(llu; - 4hllo + h 114'11o + Ilu2 - u'~ II1). 
Hence, using the equality (2.34) and Lemma 2.1, we obtain the following error estimate, 
114 - u;hllo + ~11~ - crhllo <~ch Ilfllo. (2.35) 
Finally, 
IlU'l - u'~llo ~<~=11~ - ~hllo + Ilu2 - ~u=hllo 
<<, c h [[f[[o 
~ch Ilfllo 
~ch IIfHo 
~chl l f l l o .  
The proof is completed. 
+ [lu2 - ~uzl lo + II~(u= - u=h)llo 
+ ch  114110 + c Iluz - Uzhllo 
+ c h 114110 + c 114 - u;~l[o 
[] 
(2.36) 
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Remark 2.3. We can further show that the correction term introduced by the bubble function space 
is small. Indeed, let u2h = fizh + fizh, with fizh C Wh and fi2h EBh, fi2h [/e = ~e~be. Then 
l f1~(~2 h _ u,h)d x fie Cedx  __ he (2.37) 
1 
~e - -  82 fle(Ye2dx q_ G(fle(pedx)2 
It is not difficult to prove that 
II '=hllo h [Ifllo, Ilu2 -  '2hllo  <ch IIf[[o- (2.38) 
3. Circular arch problem 
In this section we discuss a more complex problem with a small parameter, the circular arch 
problem [22, 23, 5]. Following [23] we consider a plane circular arch of radius R and length L, loaded 
in-plane. We use N, Q and M to denote the axial force, the shear force and the bending moment. 
The axial, shear and bending strains are denoted by e, 7 and k, respectively. The displacement of the 
centedine of the arch has tangential component U and normal component W, and the change in slope 
of the centerline is denoted by q~. For material properties, we use E for the modulus of elasticity, 
G for the shear modulus, k for the shear factor, A for the cross-sectional rea, and I for the second 
moment of area of the cross-section. These material quantities are assumed to be constants. Assume 
the arch is subjected to a force per unit length with magnitude Ft in the tangential direction and 
F, in the normal direction. All variables are functions of the arch length s and a superposed prime 
denotes differentiation with respect o s. Then the governing equations are as follows: 
The equilibrium equations: 
-N ' -Q /R=Ft ,  -Q '  +N/R=Fn,  -M ' -Q=0;  (3.1) 
the strain-displacement equations: 
e = U '+ W/R, 7 = W' -  U/R - ~b, g: = ~b'; (3.2) 
and the elastic constitutive quations: 
N = EAe, Q = kGA7, M = E lk .  (3.3) 
These equations are supplemented by boundary conditions. We assume that the arch is clamped at 
both ends, so that the boundary conditions take the form 
U(O) = U(L )  = O, W(O) = W(L)  = O, ok(O) = ¢(L )  = O. 
The above set of equations can be nondimensionalized by setting 
s = S/L, u = U/L, w= W/L, [3 = L/R, # = kG/E, 
n = NLZ/EI, q = QL2/EI, m ---- ML/E I ,  
f -- FtL3/EI, fn = FnL3/EI, 
1 
d-  
L2A • 
(3.4) 
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For arches of realistic proportions d,~l. This parameter will be seen to play a pivotal role in the 
approximation of finite element method. It is easy to see that the variational problem is as follows: 
Find (ck, u ,w)  EH i (O , 1) × HI(0, 1) × HI(0, 1) such that 
l (u' + ~w,v, + ~z)+ ~(w'- ~u-~,z, -  ~v - ~)  -- (y, ,~) + (y . , z )  (~' ,~')+ 
V(~,v ,z )EH~(O,  1) x Hi(0, 1) x HI(0 , 1). (3.5) 
It is proved in [23] that the problem (3.5) has a unique solution. 
Again, the application of the standard finite element method to solve the small parameter dependent 
problem (3.5) results in locking. To eliminate the locking problem, a reduced integration method 
can be developed: Find (~)h, Uh, Wh)E W h X W h X W h such that 
(~;, ~) + ~lo(u'~ +~wh,~; +~zh)+ ~to(w'~- ~uh-~h,z'~- ~-~)  
=(f ,  vh)+( f , , zh )  V(~h, vh,zh)EWh × Wh × Wh, (3.6) 
where I0(',.) = N-, ~e=0 I~(',' ), and I~(.,. ) is the one-point Gaussian quadrature in element e. The linear 
element space Wh is defined as in (2.9). The more general case with Wh being a space of piecewise 
polynomials of any degree is discussed in [23]. 
Applying the idea used in the last section, we can derive modified reduced integration methods 
for the circular arch problem. One such method is: Find (Ckh, Uh, Wh)E Wh X Wh × Wh such that 
d N-e~l 0 IAh 2I~(wh (~bh,~[) + ,   , /~ 12d e ' - flUh - dph,Z~h -- flVh -- ~,) Io(U'h + flWh'Vh + f lZh)+-d : lZd+ e 
=(f ,v , )+( f , , zh)  V(~h, vh,zh)C ~ × Wh × ~.  (3.7) 
We can obtain an optimal order error estimate for the method (3.7) just as we do for solving 
the Timoshenko beam problem in the last section. Since the treatment and argument are similar to 
those of Theorem 2.2 and its proof, we omit the detail here. We expect more accurate numerical 
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solutions with the scheme (3.7) than the conventional reduced integration method with linear ele- 
ments, because we actually use the piecewise quadratic finite elements for the rotation. Figs. 1-3 
show some numerical results. We choose f l--1, /~ = 1, f=  0, and f~ = sin rcs. We see that the 
modified method (3.7) is more accurate than the method of Reddy (3.6). 
4. The  Re issner -M ind l in  p la te  prob lem 
4.1. The Reissner-Mindlin plate model 
We will use the usual L2-based Sobolev spaces H s. The space H -1 denotes the dual of H i, the 
closure of C~ in H 1. We use a circumflex above a function space to denote the subspace of the 
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elements with zero mean value. We will use various standard ifferential operators: 
~7r-- ~x Or ' curl p = 
div 0 = -~x + -~--y ' rot ~ , -  ~y 
0x" 
Let 12 denote the region in R 2 occupied by the midsection of the plate, and denote by w and ~b the 
transverse displacement of (2 and the rotation of the fibers normal to O, respectively. The Reissner- 
Mindlin plate model determines (w, ~b) as the unique solution to the following variational problem: 
Find (w, ck)EHd(f2) x [Hd(Q)] 2 such that 
a(~, ~k) + 2t-2(~b - ~Tw, ~ - ~7/~) = (g, #) V(/t, ~) e/-/01((2) × [H01(12)] 2. (4.1) 
Here g is the scaled transverse loading function, t is the plate thickness, 2 = Ek/2(1 + v) with E the 
Young's modulus, v the Poisson ratio, k the shear correction factor, and the parentheses denote the 
usual L 2 inner product. The bilinear form a(.,.) is defined as 
a(~b,~k)- 12(1_v2) \ ~x +v -~x + v + Oy ] ~3y 
1-v(  l 
+--~ + + ~--x )1 dxdy, \ ~3y Ox,J \ dy 
where ~)1, ~/~2 and ~kl, ~ are the components of ~ and ~. It can be proved, by using Kom's inequality, 
that a(., .) is an inner product on [H01(12)] 2 equivalent to the usual one. For simplicity and without 
loss of generality, we will assume 
2=1.  (4.2) 
For our analysis we shall also make use of an equivalent formulation of the Reissner-Mindlin plate 
equations uggested by Brezzi and Fortin [8]. This formulation is derived from equation (4.1) by 
using the Helmholtz theorem to decompose the shear strain vector 
y := t-2(V'w - d~) = ~7r + curl p (4.3) 
with (r, p )E  Hd(~2)x/-]r1(12). Moreover, since ?. z = 0 on 0f2, p satisfies a homogeneous Neumann 
condition on 092 in the weak sense, where z is the unit vector tangent o 0~2. 
Now we rewrite (4.1) in the mixed formulation: Find (#,w,?)E  [Hol(g2)] 2 x H01(g2)x [L2(g2)] 2 
such that 
+ (v, - 0 )=(g , , )  c 2 × Ho (a), 
(~, I/) -I- t -2 (~ -- ~TW, 17) ---- 0 k/~/E [L2(~I)] 2. (4.4) 
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By using the decomposition (4.3), we have another equivalent formulation of the problem: Find 
(r, dp, p,w)EH~(f2) × [H~(f2)] 2 ×/41(f2) x Ho~(I2) such that 
{ (Vr, ~Tp) = (g,#) V# E Hd (f2), 
a(~b,0) -- (curl p ,0)  = (~7r, O) ~'~O E [H~(Y2)] z, 
-(~b, curlq) - tZ(curl p, cur lq)=0 Vq E/ql(g2), 
(Vw, Vs)=(gp+t2~Tr,~7s) Vs E H01(I2). 
(4.5) 
The following regularity results are proved in [3, 4]. 
Theorem 4.1. Let f2 be a convex polygon or smoothly bounded domain in the plane. For any 
tE(0,1] and any gEH-I( I2) ,  there exists a unique quadruple (r, gp, p, w) E H~(f2) x [H01(f2)] 2 x 
I211(12) x H~(f2) solving the problem (4.5). Moreover, ~ E [H2(f2)] 2, p E H2(f2), and there exists a 
constant C independent of t and g, such that 
Ilrlll + 11¢112 + Ilplll + tllpll= + IIw[ll Cllgll-1- 
I f  g E L2(f2), then r, w E H2(f2) and 
(4.6) 
[[rl12 + Ilwll2 fllg[[o. (4.7) 
We remark that neither 11~113 nor L[plI2 may be bounded independently of t, even when the boundary 
of I2 and the boundary condition function g are smooth. So we are only interested in low-order 
schemes in the approximation of the solution. 
4.2. A linear element scheme 
Let f2 be a convex polygon and ~h be a regular triangular partition of I2 where as usual h stands 
for the mesh size. 
Define finite element spaces 
Wh--(vEHol(O): v[rEPI(T), VT E~h}, (4.8) 
Bh = {V E H~((2): V[r E span{br}, VT E ~h}, (4.9) 
where br is a bubble function on element T satisfying 
(HI) brEnl( f2) ,  supp(br}CT, IVbr[<<.c/hr; 
1 
(H2) 0 <a0 ~< meas(T ) frbr<<,oq. 
A natural way is to choose br =212223, 2i ( i=  1,2,3) being the barycentric oordinates in triangle 
T, see [3] or [8]. We can also choose a hat-function for br, see [20]. Denote 
H0(rot; ~2) = {/~ E [L2(12)] 2 : rot/~ E L2(f2), /l. z = 0 on aI2}. 
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We define 
Hh---- [Wh • Bh] 2, (4.10) 
~h = {~ E [L2(a) ]  2 : E [p0(r)L VT E --~h}, (4.11) 
Qh = (/~ E H0(rot; f2) :/~[r E [P0(T)] 2 ® (Y, -x)Po(T),  VT E -~h}. (4.12) 
Define an operator ~h : H0(rot; ~2) ~ Qh by the conditions 
f(~hS)-l:: feS'', VeEc3T, VTE.~h, (4.13) 
where • is the tangential unit vector of the edge e of an element T. It is a reduction operator to the 
lowest order rotated Raviart-Yhomas pace Qh. Also define ~h: [L2(12)] 2 ~ Fh by 
1 fr (4.14) (~hS) lv-  meas(T) sdxdy. 
Lemma 4.2. Let s E [H1(~2)] 2. There is a constant c>0 such that for any element T, we have the 
estimates 
IIs -   sllo,  <.ch  Ilsll,,  
and 
IIs--  hSllo, T chT IIslI,,T, [l hsllo,  cllsllo, . 
A proof of the error estimate for ~h can be found in [9]. The estimates for the operator ~h can be 
proved by standard techniques in finite element interpolation theory (cf. [11]). 
Lemma 4.3. Assume gp E [H2(~)] 2. Let dpIE [Wh] 2 be the linear interpolant of  g?, then there is a 
constant c > 0 such that for any element T, 
-  )11o,   ch ll ll :. 
Proof. By applying Lemma 4.2, we see that 
[[~th(4; - 40[[o.r ~< ll4~' - 4~[[0.r + chT 114' I -- 4~111.r. 
Now the result follows from the standard finite element interpolation theory. [] 
We now define an operator nh :Hh --~ Fh. For ~b E Hh, with ~ : ~b L+ 4fl, ~L E [Wh] z and • E [Bh] 2, 
let 
rch~b = ~h ~h~b L + ~h~'- (4.15) 
Lemma 4.4. For gp E Hh, we have the following estimate 
(4.16) 
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Proof. Let 4, = 4,L + 4,s with 4,t E [Wh] 2 and 4,B E [Bh] 2. Then by using Lemma 4.2, 
114,- ~h4,11o ~ I1# - ~h~¢11o + 114," - ~4,"110 
~< 114, L - ~4,LIIo + 11~4, ~ - ~h4,L I Io  + Ch 114,"111 
<<- C h(ll4,LIl~ + tl4,"111). 
Noticing that Wh and Bh are orthogonal with respect o the inner product induced by the semi-norm 
1.1,, which is equivalent to the norm 11. ]l, in [Hi(f2)] 2, we have 
II#tl, + 114,"11, ~c(1#11 + 14,"l,)-<e 14,11~<c 114,111. 
Thus, the estimate (4.16) holds. [] 
Our approximation scheme is given in the following problem: 
Find (wh, 4,h) E Wh × Hh such that 
a(4,h,~Jh) + t-2(TZh4,h -- ~7Wh, TZh~Jh- ~TVh)=(g, Vh) V(Vh,~Jh)E ~h X H h. (4.17) 
The existence and uniqueness of the solution follow from the coerciveness of a(.,.). Denote 
~h = t -  2 ( ~VWh -- rrh4,h ). (4.18) 
We obtain the following error estimates using the technique in [14]. 
Theorem 4.5. Assume g E L2(f2). Let (w, 4,) and (Wh, 4,h) be the solutions o f  (4.1) and (4.17). Then 
114, - 4,h111 + IIw - whlll <.ch ][gl]0 (4.19) 
where c is a constant independent o f  h and t. 
Proof. The solutions (w,4,) and (Wh,4,h) satisfy 
a(4,,qt) - (?,qt - ~7v)=(g,v) V(v, qt)EHol(12) × [Hal(f2)] 2 (4.20) 
and 
a( 4,h, l],lh ) - -  ( ]~h, 7~hlPh - -  ~71)h  = ( g, Vh ) '7'(Vh, l~h)E Wh × Hh, (4.21) 
where 
y = - t-2(4, - V'w), Yh = - -  t -2(TZh4,h - -  17Wh)" 
Thus we have the error relations 
a(4, - 4,h, qth) -- (r -- Vh, ghqth) = (r, qth -- rChqth) Vqth EHh, (4.22) 
(~ - Vh, ~7vh) = 0 Vvh E Wh. (4.23) 
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For any ~b* C Hh, we write 
a(~b - ~bh, ~b - ~h) = a(~ -- ~h,~ - ~b*) + a(~b - 4~h, q~* - ~bh). 
Using (4.22) we get 
a(~ - ~bh, ~ -- ~bh) = (7 , (~ -- ~h) -- rch(~* - q~h)) + (7 - ?h, rch(4~ - ~bh))- 
Let w ~ E Wh and ~i E [Wh] 2 be the linear interpolants of w and ~b. Using (4.23), we get 
(7 -- 7h, ~h(~)~ -- ~)h) )= (7 -- 7h, ~h(~);  -- (~h) -~- ~TWh -- ~TwI) 
= (~h7 -- 7h' ~h(~;  -- (~h) AI- ~7Wh -- ~7WI) ' 
that is, 
(7 -- 7h ,~h(~;  -- ~h) )= -- t2(~i~h7 -- 7h ,~h7 -- 7h) + (~h7 -- 7h ,~h~h -- ~7WI Av t2~h7)  •
Now we choose ~b* by 
meas(T) 
(~b*)lr=(~I)[T + ~rbT, ~r - -  - - - -  ~h~h(~b-- ~b')lT. 
fTbT 
We have, using (H1), Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.3, 
o 
h 
me (T) II~h ~"(4' 
<~ c h 11~112. 
2 the two endpoints of  edge e) We use the identity (denoting ale, a e 
~h ~TW = UW 1 
which follows from 
fe ~7WI "~ : wI(ael ) I 2 fe • -- w (a e) = w(ale) -- w(a  2) = 17w. 7. 
Thus 
~h~h7 = --  t -2 (~h~hCb --  ~h~h l7W)= --  t -2 (~h~hCb --  VWJ ) ,  
(4.24) 
(4.25) 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
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and for any T E -~h, 
( rTw I * -- 7~h4' h )IT ~- (  ~7wI  - -  ~i~h~h4'I --  ~T~h(bT) ) IT  = t2~h~hYlr. (4.30) 
By relations (4.24)-(4.26) and (4.30), we get 
a(4' - 4'h,4' -- 4'h) + t2(~hr  - -  rh,~i~hr - -  rh) 
= a(4' -- 4'h, 4' -- 4'*) + (r,(4'* -- 4'h) -- rrh(4'* -- 4'h)) + tZ(~hr -- rh ,~hr  -- ~h~hr) .  (4.31) 
Let us now estimate the second and third terms on the right-hand side of (4.31 ). 
(r, (4'~" - 4'h) - ~h(4'~ - 4'h)) ~< c h Ilrllol14'~' - 4'hill ~< c h Ilrllo (114' - 4'hill + 114' - 4'~ II1 ) .  
From Theorem 4.1, we get the estimate 
Ilrlll ~< ~ Ilgllo. 
Thus, 
~< light - rhllollr - ~hrl lo 
~< c h I I~r  - rhllollrlll 
h 
~< c -  light - rhllollgl]o. t 
Hence, from (4.31), we see that 
a(4'  - 4'h, 4' - 4'h) + t2 (#hr  -- rh, ~hr  -- rh) 
<~a(4'-4'h,4'-4'*)+chll~llo(ll4'-4'hlll+ll4'-4'*lll)+chtll~h~-rhllollgllo. (4.32) 
Together with (4.28) and a simple manipulation, we obtain the error estimate 
114' - 4'hll, + t l ight - rhllo ~<ch Ilgllo- (4.33) 
Finally for the error in approximating w, we have 
IIV'w - Vw~llo ~< t211r - rhllo + 114' - ~h4'hllo 
~< t2(l lr -- ~r l lo  + I I~r  -- r~llo) + 114' -- 4'~11o + 114'~ -- '~4'~11o. 
We have 
114'h - r~h4'hllo <<-oh ll4'hlh ~ch( l l4 ' l l ,  + 114' - 4'hll~). 
And now the error estimate on the w part follows easily. [] 
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4.3. A variant linear scheme 
For the finite element method discussed in Section 4.2, we can eliminate the bubble functions br 
at element level to obtain the following equation: 
Find (Wh,dPh)E Wh × [Wh] 2 such that 
1 
a( q~h' Oh ) q- Z t 2 -k fit ( ~h ~h flflh -- ~Twh' ~i~h Jlh ~'lh -- ~7Vh )T =(g,  Vh) 
T E g;h 
V(vh, Oh) Wh X [Wd 
(4.34) 
where /~r = O(h 2) depending only on the bubble function br. 
In this section we analyze a general method of the following type: 
Find (Wh,~h)E Wh X [Wh] 2 such that 
1 
a(flflh, I]lh) q- t2 q_ floh2 (~h~h~h - ~7Wh,~h~hl[I h -- ~TVh)=(g, Vh) ~/(1)h, Oh)E Wh >( [Wh] 2, 
(4.35) 
where either 6eh = ~'h or ~ = I, I being the identity operator, and/~0 is a positive constant independent 
of t and h. The method with ~ = I is studied in [10]. Here we provide an error analysis for the 
method (4.35) when ~ is either ~h or I. In addition, our proof of the error estimate is simpler than 
that of [10]. Let 
Vh = ( tz + flohZ)-l(~7Wh -- 6eh~hdPh)" 
Theorem 4.6. Assume g C L2((2). Let (w, dp ) be the solution of(4.1 ), (Wh, dp h) the solution of(4.35). 
Then 
114- + IIw- while ttgll0, 
where c is a constant independent o f  h and t. 
(4.36) 
Proof .  Again we first write down the error relations. 
a(~b - ~bh, qth) = (y,~b h - 6eh~hqth) + (~, -- Vh, 6eh~h~h) V~k hE [Wh] 2, (4.37) 
(~ - ~h, V'vh)=0 Vvh E Wh. (4.38) 
Let 41E [Wh] 2 and w I E Wh be the linear interpolants of  ~ and w, respectively. Write 
a(~b - ~bh, ~b -- ~bh) =a(~b -- ~bh, 4~ -- ~b I) + a(~ - ~bh, ~b I -- ~bh). (4.39) 
Using (4.37), we obtain 
a(~b - ~bh, ~x _ q~h)----(r, (41 -- ~h) -- ~h ~h(~ I -- ~h))  -[- (]Y -- ]~h, ~h ~h(~ I -- ~h))" (4.40) 
For the last term in (4.40), we use (4.38). 
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(]~ -- ]~h '~h~h(~ )I --  ~)h))  : ( ]~  -- ~h'~h~h(~ I - -  ~)h) "q- ~7Wh -- ~TWI) 
: (~h~ -- ] ?h ,~h~h(~ )I - -  ~h)  ~- ~7Wh --  ~TwI)" 
That is, 
( r  - rh ,5~h~h(dP  l --  dPh)) 
= - ( t  2 +/~oh: ) (~r  - rh, 5~hr -- rh) + (Sehr - ?h, 5~h ~h~ x -- Uwl + ( t2 +/~0h2)~' )  • (4.41) 
Consider the last term above. We have 
(Sehr - ?h, 5eh ~h~ bI -- ~7wl + ( t2 +/~0h2)6~h?) 
= (~h]Y --  7h ,~h~h~)  I - -  ~h~hUW Jr- (t 2 q- floh2)~h]Y) 
= (~ - rh, ~h(~ 1 -- ~)  + t : (~r  -- ~hr )  +/~oh:~r )  
~<c I1~ - ~h l lo ( l l~h(0 '  -- ~)11o + t= l l~  -- ~h~l l0  + l~oh=ll~ll0)- 
We then use Lemma 4.3 to obtain 
(~  - ?h ,~h4~ ~ - -  ~7w I + (t 2 +/~oh2)~r )  
~<c l ia r  - w~llo (h211~ll= + t2h tlrll~ +/~oh211rll0), (4.42) 
So we obtain from (4.39)-(4.42),  
a(~b - ~bh, ~b -- ~bh) + (t 2 +/~oh2)(5~h? - 7h, 5eh7 - rh) 
~<chllrllo II~h - 4~II1~ + c(ht2l l r l la  + h=ll~ll= +/~0h211rllo)ll~r - rllo + I1~ - ~11~ I1~ - 4~Ill~ • 
Therefore, 
II~ - ~ I1~ + v/tz +/~ohZ II~r  - r~ Iio ~< c h Ilgllo- (4.43) 
The estimate for the error ]l ~Tw- ~7whl[o can be proved like in the corresponding part of  the proof  
o f  Theorem 4.5. [] 
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